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We continue research on enriching propositional dynamic logic
(PDL) with nonregular programs. Previous work indicates that the
general problem of characterizing those extensions for which PDL
becomes undecidable is probably very hard. After observing that any
nonregular extension increases the expressive power of PDL, we con-
centrate on one-letter extensions. First, we address the issue of finite
models: A general condition is formulated, and is proven to be sufficient
for a one-letter extension to violate the finite model property. We show
the condition to hold in several cases, including all polynomials, sums
of primes, and linear recurrences. We then build on a technique of
Paterson and Harel, and show that the validity problem for PDL
enriched with any Fibonacci-like sequence is 611-complete. ] 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Propositional dynamic logic (PDL) was introduced by
Fischer and Ladner [FL], based upon the first-order ver-
sion of Pratt [P1]. It is a direct extension of the proposi-
tional calculus, in which programs can appear in the for-
mulas. Thus, for example, P  (:) Q asserts that whenever
P holds it is possible to carry out some computation of :,
leading to a state in which Q holds, and (:) P#(;) P
asserts a certain kind of equivalence of programs : and ;.
Formulas in PDL can involve many programs, and are able
to express a wide variety of properties pertaining to their
inputoutput behavior. See [H1, KT] for detailed surveys.
In most versions of PDL, the programs are taken to be
regular sets of sequences of basic programs and tests. The
validitysatisfiability problem for formulas in the regular
PDL has been shown to be decidable, and is actually
logspace-complete for exponential time [FL, P2]. One of
the fundamental facts at the base of these results is the small
model property, to the effect that every satisfiable formula of
PDL has a finite model whose size is bounded by an
exponential in the length of the formula. This makes
possible a decidability proof based on filtration. (When
there is no restriction on the size of a satisfying model, we
call this the finite model property, or fmp for short.)
In the early 1980s, the problem of extending PDL with
nonregular programs was raised. In terms of programming
languages, moving from regular programs to, say, context-
free ones, is tantamount to moving from iterative programs
to (parameterless) recursive procedures. Ladner observed in
1977 that PDL with context-free programs is undecidable,
but it remained to investigate (1) the level of undecidability
of context-free PDL and (2) the point at which the exten-
sions start becoming undecidable.
The first result was strikingly negative. Denote by
PDL+L the logic obtained by allowing the language L
as a single new program, in addition to the regular ones.
In [HPS], it was shown that the validity problem for
PDL+a2ba2 is highly undecidable, viz, 6 11 -complete,
where a2ba2=[aibai | i0]. This, together with the fact
that context-free PDL can be easily shown to be in 6 11 ,
settled issue (1) above.1
In contrast to this, it was proved in [KP] that
PDL+a2b2 (despite not having the fmp [HPS]) is
decidable, where a2b2=[aibi | i0]. This was very
puzzling, due to the similarity of a2ba2 and a2b2. In [HPS]
it was shown that PDL with the addition of both a2b2 and
b2a2 is also 6 11 -complete, which made things doubly
strange. Things were clarified somewhat by the results of
[HR], which are the only known results to date that apply
to broad classes of programs, rather than to isolated exam-
ples. One of the main results of [HR] is that PDL extended
by any simple-minded context-free program is decidable.
Simple-mindedness is the property of being accepted by a
pushdown automaton whose behavior is uniquely deter-
mined by the input symbol alone, with the internal state and
stack symbol only helping determine whether the machine
aborts or carries out its (unique) next step. Many context-
free languages are simple-minded, including ones like a2b2
and all manner of parenthesis languages (semi-Dyck sets).
A large class of non-context-free programs were also shown
in [HR] to retain the decidability of PDL, including
a2b2c2=[aibici | i0].
This summarizes what is known for programs with two or
more atomic program letters. As far as one-letter programs
are concerned, very little is known. It was shown in [HPS]
that there is a primitive recursive nonregular one-letter
language (which must be non-context-free, by Parikh’s
theorem [P]) whose addition as a program to PDL yields
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1 The a and b here are basic (atomic) programs, and the program is
added as a single new program, not as a new formation rule. The same is
true of all other additions we mention.
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a 6 11-complete validity problem. Later, in [HP], a rather
involved technique was used to prove that validity for the
specific extension PDL+2* is also 6 11-complete, where
2*=[a(2i) | i0]. The same is true, in fact, for k* for any
fixed k. That is really all. It is not known whether there is
any nonregular one-letter program whose addition to PDL
retains decidability, or whether there is any one-letter
program that ruins the decidability of PDL, but whose
words grow sub-exponentially.
Particularly intriguing are the cases of squares and cubes:
are PDL + V2 and PDL + V3 decidable, where Vk =
[a(i k) | i0]? There are indications that these questions are
nontrivial. For example, J. Stavi pointed out several years
ago that one can easily write down a formula in PDL+V3
that is valid if and only if the answer to some open problem
in number theory is yes.2
All of this indicates that the general quest of characteriz-
ing those extensions for which PDL becomes undecidable is
probably very hard.
In Section 2, we observe that the addition of any non-
regular program increases the expressive power of PDL. An
obvious upshot is that no nonregular extension can be
shown decidable by simply reducing it to regular PDL.
Indeed, the techniques of [KP, HR] are considerably more
involved. With this situation in mind, there are two kinds of
things that can and should be attempted. The first is to keep
working hard to establish the decidability status of specific
cases; maybe the interesting ones (like squares and cubes)
will eventually yield. The second is to seek general results,
that apply to whole classes of languages, but establishing
properties weaker than decidability or undecidability. This
paper reports on work we have carried out along both these
lines.
In Section 3, we consider finite models. The motivation,
of course, is that if we can show that a PDL extension does
not have the small model property, then it cannot be proved
decidable by a standard filtration technique. (If it does not
have the finite model property, then it cannot be proved to
be even r.e. by a standard enumeration technique.) We for-
mulate a general condition that is shown to be sufficient
(but not necessary) for a one-letter nonregular extension of
PDL to violate the finite model property. We then show
that this condition holds true for a wide variety of one-letter
extensions of PDL, including all polynomials (of which our
friends, the squares and cubes are special cases), sums of
primes, factorial numbers and sequences defined by linear
recurrences.
These latter sequences include Fibonacci-like ones, and for
these we have a much stronger result, proved in Section 4:
Strengthening the technique of [HP], we prove that the
validity problem for PDL enriched with any sequence of the
form: f0 , f1 , f2 , ..., where f0< f1 and fi+1= fi+ fi&1 , for
i1, is 6 11-complete.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC RESULTS
We first define PDL. Let Prop be an infinite set of atomic
propositions and Prog be an infinite set of atomic programs.
The set of formulas and the set of programs of PDL are
defined by mutual induction as follows:
v Every proposition P # Prop is a formula.
v If . and  are formulas, then so are c. and (. 6).
v If : is a program and . is a formula, then (:) . is a
formula.
v Every atomic program a # Prog is a program.
v If : and ; are programs, then so are (:; ;), (: _ ;) and
(:)*.
v If . is a formula, then .? is a program (called a test).
We sometimes omit the ‘‘ ; ’’ in programs and the paren-
theses in formulas and programs. Also, we use standard
abbreviations, such as true, false, 7, #, and  (for
‘‘implies’’). We write [:] . for c(:) c..
Intuitively, (:; ;) means ‘‘do : followed by ;’’, (: _ ;)
means ‘‘do : or ; nondeterministically, and (:)* means ‘‘do
: any number of times, 0 or more, nondeterministically.’’
The test program .? means ‘‘proceed, with no side-effects,
only if . is true’’.
PDL formulas are interpreted over models M=(W, {, \),
where W is the set of states, { : Prop  2W provides meaning
for the atomic propositions, and \ : Prog  2W_W provides
meaning for the atomic programs. Now, by mutual induc-
tion, \ is extended to all programs and we define the
satisfaction of a formula . in a state s of a model M, denoted
M, s < .:
v For a proposition P # Prop, we have M, s < P iff
s # {(P).
v M, s < c. iff it is not the case that M, s < ..
v M, s < . 6  iff M, s < . or M, s < .
v M, s < (:) . iff there exists a state t such that
(s, t) # \(:) and M, t < ..
v \(:; ;)=\(:) b \(;)=[(s, t) | there is u such that
(s, u) # \(:) and (u, t) # \(;)].
v \(: _ ;)=\(:) _ \(;).
v \(:*)=(\(:))*=[(s, t) | there are states s0 , s1 , ..., sn ,
for some n0, such that s=s0 , t=sn , and for all
1in, (si&1 , si) # \(:)].
v \(.?)=[(s, s) | M, s < .].
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2 For example, it is not known whether every natural number greater
than 1000 can be written as the sum of seven cubes. The formula for this
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couldat least in principalsettle this problem.
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A formula . is satisfiable if there is a model M and a state
s such that M, s < .. The formula . is valid, written <.,
if for every model M and state s, we have M, s < .. Clearly,
. is valid iff c. is not satisfiable. The satisfiability (respec-
tively, validity) problem is to determine, given a formula .,
whether . is satisfiable (respectively, valid).
Together, the upper bound of Pratt [P2] and the lower
bound of [FL] yield:
Theorem 2.1. The validitysatisfiability problem for
PDL is logspace-complete for exponential time.
Nonregular PDL is obtained by extending the programs
of PDL with nonregular programs. Let L be nonregular set
over the alphabet Prog. Denote by PDL+L the logic
obtained by allowing the language L as a single new
program, in addition to the regular ones. Syntactically, L is
treated as an atomic program (i.e., as an element of Prog).
Semantically, PDL+L is interpreted over the same models
as PDL, with \(L)=w # L \(w).
The known results on nonregular PDL were mentioned in
the introduction. It is interesting to observe that enriching
PDL with any nonregular program increases expressive power:
Theorem 2.2. If L is any nonregular language over Prog,
then PDL+L>PDL.3
Proof. The result can be proved by embedding PDL
into the second order arithmetic of k successors (SkS ). It is
not hard to see that any set of nodes definable in SkS is
regular, so that the addition of a nonregular predicate
increases its expressive power.
A more direct proof can be obtained as follows: For
Prog=[a1 , ..., ak], define the model T=(W, {, \) to be the
complete k-ary tree, in which P holds at the root only, each
internal node has k offspring, one for each program ai , but
with all edges pointing upward. Thus, from the node
u=ai1 } } } aij , the only program possible that leads to a state
satisfying P is uR , i.e., aij } } } ai1 , which is u in reverse. Now,
let Lan(.)={(.)R, i.e., the language over Prog whose
words are precisely the paths in T that lead from states that
satisfy . to the root. One now shows that Lan(.) is a
regular set over the alphabet Prog, by induction on the
structure of .. Hence, (L) P cannot be equivalent to any
PDL formula, since Lan((L) P)=L is nonregular.
(Details of this proof appear in the preliminary version of
this paper [HS].) K
3. THE FINITE MODEL PROPERTY
The technique used in [HPS] to show that PDL+a2b2
violates the fmp uses a comb-like model built up from two
atomic programs. It thus does not work for one-letter
alphabets. In fact, the only information we have about the
fmp for one-letter extensions of PDL is the trivial fact
thatPDL+k* for a fixed kviolates it. (These extensions
are known to be highly undecidable [HP] and therefore
cannot have the fmp.) Since we are particularly interested in
extensions such as squares and cubes (PDL+V2 and
PDL+V3), for which the decidability status is unknown
and seems to be hard to establish, we tackle the more
humble issue of the fmp here. We prove a general result in
Theorem 3.3 that constitutes a tool for showing that one-
letter extensions of PDL do not have the fmp. We then use
this result to obtain specific results, such as:
Proposition 3.1 (Squares and Cubes). PDL+V2 and
PDL+V3 do not have the fmp.
Let us now prepare for the theorem.
Definition 3.2. For a language L over the alphabet 7
with a # 7, let
*L=[i | ai # L].
If : is a program, we use *: as an abbreviation of *L(:),
where L(:) is the language depicted by the program :.
(Thus, for SN, we can use aS to denote the language
[ai | i # S], so that we have *aS=S.)
Note. In the rest of this section all arrows in models
denote a-transitions.
Theorem 3.3. Let SN. Suppose that for some
program : in PDL+aS with L(:)a*, the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
1. There exists some n0 such that for each xn0 and for
all i # *:,
x # S O x+i  S.
2. For every l, m>0 there exists x, y # S, with x>yl
and d # *:, such that (x&y)#d(mod m).
Then PDL+aS does not have the fmp.
Proof. The proof is based on the following intuition:
every infinite path in a finite model must ‘‘close up’’ in a cir-
cular fashion. This forces some periodic property along such
a path on every formula over one-letter programs. Let S and
: satisfy the conditions in the statement of the theorem. We
will use the nonperiodic nature of the set S to construct a
satisfiable formula . in PDL+aS that has no finite model.
Let .=.1 7 .2 7.3 , where
.1=[a*](a) true
.2=[aS] P
.3=[an0][a*](P  [:] cP).
111MORE ON NONREGULAR PDL
3 Here, > denotes ‘‘strictly greater than in expressive power’’: There is a
formula in PDL+L that has no equivalent formula in PDL, where equiv-
alent means having the same truth value in every state of every model.
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FIGURE 1
Here, n0 is the constant from property (1), and an0 is written
out in full.
In the infinite model
v
t0
wwwv
t1
wwwv
t2
wwwv
t3
} } }
in which {(P)=[tx | x # S], we obviously have t0 < ..
(That .3 holds in t0 is due to property (1).) We will show
that . does not have a finite model. Suppose that M, t0 < .
for some finite model M. By .1 and the finiteness of M it
follows that there exists in M some path of the form shown
in Fig. 1.
Let m denote the size of the cycle in Fig. 1. For every
z # N, denote by z$ the remainder of (z&k) when divided
by m. Note that for zk, the state tk+z$ can be reached from
t0 by executing the program az.
By property (2), we can find x, y # S and d # *: such that
x>y>max(n0 , k) and (x&y)#d(mod m).
The truth of .2 at t0 implies that
tk+y$ < P and tk+x$ < P.
Since y>n0 , it follows from .3 that tk+( y+d )$ < cP.
However,
(x&y)#d(mod m) O ( y+d )$=x$.
Hence, tk+x$ < cP, which is a contradiction. K
Remark. It is sometimes useful to replace condition (2)
of the theorem by the weaker condition, call it (2$), in which
the consequent does not have to hold for every modulus m,
but only for every mm0 , for some fixed m0 . To prove this,
we have to add the following conjunct to .:
.1.5=Q0 7 [a*] \ 
m0&1
i=0
(Qi  [a] Q(i+1) mod m0)
7 
0i< jm0&1
c(Qi 7Qj)+ .
It forces the size of the cycle in Fig. 1 to be a positive multi-
ple of m0 .
The following propositions provide examples of one-
letter extensions, for which the absence of the fmp can be
proved using Theorem 3.3. (In the proofs we refer to the
conditions of the theorem by (1) and (2) (or (2$)).)
First, we prove the ‘‘squares’’ part of Prop. 3.1. Let
Ssquares=[i 2 | i # N]. To satisfy (1), take n0=1 and :=a.
(Hence, *:=[1].) As for (2), given l, m>0, let d=1,
choose y=(q } m)2>l and x=(q } m+1)2. Then indeed,
x, y # Ssquares , x>yl and x&y=(q } m+1)2&(q } m)2#
d(mod m).
This can be generalized as follows:
Proposition 3.4 (Polynomials). For every polynomial
of the form
p(n)=ci ni+ci&1ni&1+ } } } +c0 # Z[n]
with i2 and positive leading coefficient ci>0, let Sp=
p(N) & N. Then, PDL+aSp does not have the fmp.
Proof. To satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.3, choose
j0 such that
p( j0)&c0>0.
Take : such that *:=[ p( j0)&c0]. Find some n0 such that
for every xn0 , we have
p(x+1)&p(x)>p( j0)&c0 .
This takes care of (1). Next, given l, m>0, for
d=p( j0)&c0 , y=p(q } m)>l, and x=p(q$ } m+j0)>y, we
have
x&y=p(q$ } m+j0)&p(q } m)#p( j0)&c0 (mod m). K
Proposition 3.5 (Sums of Primes). Let pi be the ith
prime (with p1=2), and define
Ssop={ :
n
i=1
pi | n1= .
Then, PDL+aSsop does not have the fmp.
Proof. Clearly, (1) is satisfied with n0=3 and :=a. To
see that (2) holds, we use a well known theorem of Dirichlet:
A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
infinitely many primes in the arithmetic progression s+j } t,
j0, is that gcd(s, t)=1.
Now, given l, m>0, find some i0 such that
pi0&1>l and pi0#1 (mod m).
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(The existence of such pi0 follows from Dirichlet’s theorem
applied to the arithmetic progression 1+j } m, j0.)
Let
d=1, y= :
i0&1
i=1
pi , and x= :
i0
i=1
pi .
Then x, y # Ssop , x>yl and x&y=pi0 #d (mod m). K
Proposition 3.6 (Factorials). For S!=[n ! | n # N],
PDL+aS! does not have the fmp.
Proof. Here, we take :=aS! and n0=2. In order to
satisfy (1), we have to show that if 2x and y # S! we have
x+y  S! . Let x=s ! and u=t !, and assume for ts2
that
(i) s !+t !=u!.
Obviously u>t. If t{s, then by dividing both sides of (i ) by
s! we obtain (s+1) | 1. If t=s, we obtain (s+1) | 2. Both of
these contradict the fact that s2. Turning now to (2),
given l, m>0, let i0>max(m, l ). Take d=y=i0 ! and
x=(2i0) ! (since *:=S! we indeed have d # *: and
x>y # S!). We now have x, y>l and x&y#d (mod m). K
Proposition 3.7 (Fibonacci Numbers). Let Sf=
[ fn]n0 , where [ fn]n0 is the Fibonacci sequence: f0=1,
f1=2, fn+1= fn+ fn&1 , for n1. Then, PDL+aSf does not
have the fmp.
Proof. For :=a and n0=2, (1) is satisfied. For (2) we
shall use the following:
Claim. For every l>0 and m3, there exists i such that
fil and
fi#1 (mod m).
Proof of Claim. Denote by rn the remainder of fn when
divided by m. Consider the first m2+1 pairs of the sequence
(r0 , r1) , (r1 , r2) , (r2 , r3) , ..., (rm2 , rm2+1) , ...
Since there are m different remainders modulo m, there must
be some s and t such that
(ii) m2s>t and (rs , rs+1)=(rt , rt+1) .
Let t be the least number for which there exists an s as
above. We show that t=0. Otherwise, if t>0, then by (ii)
and the facts that rs&1=rs+1&rs and rt&1=rt+1&rt , we
have rs&1=rt&1. Hence (rs&1 , rs)=(rt&1 , rt) , which is a
contradiction to the minimality of t.
We have thus shown that the first pair that repeats itself
is (r0 , r1) . Now, since f0=1, f1=2 and m3, we have
r0=1, r1=2. Therefore, (rs , rs+1)=(1, 2) , for some
s>0. We can now apply the previous argument to the
sequence of pairs starting at (rs , rs+1) , i.e., to
(1, 2) =(rs , rs+1) , (rs+1, rs+2) , ...
and find a further occurrence of (1 2). Induction completes
the proof of the Claim. K
It is now easy to verify (2$). Let m0=3. Given mm0 and
l>0 , use the Claim to find some fi0>2l with fi0#1
(modm). For d=1, y=fi0&1 and x=fi0+1 , we have
x, yl and x&y= fi0+1& fi0&1= fi0 #1 (mod m). K
Proposition 3.7 can be generalized to a large family of
sequences defined by linear recurrences with constant coef-
ficients:
Proposition 3.8 (Linear Recurrence). Let Slr=[ln]n0
be the sequence defined by:
ln=c1 ln&1+ } } } +ck&1 ln&k+1+ln&k , for nk,
where ci # N for each i, c1{0, and l1 , ..., lk # N+ are
arbitrary. Then, PDL+aSlr does not have the fmp.
Proof. Since the growth of the sequence is exponential,
(1) is satisfied for every : for which L(:)a+ is finite (the
particular : we shall use is defined later.) For (2$) (the ver-
sion of (2) described in the Remark following Theorem 3.3)
we use the following:
Claim. Let i00. For every m>li0 , there are infinitely
many li with li#li0 (mod m).
Proof of Claim. Let i00 and m>li0 . Denote by rn the
remainder of ln when divided by m. Observe that the rn ’s
satisfymodulo mthe same recurrence relation as the
ln ’s, namely, that
(iii) rn#c1 rn&1+ } } } +ck&1rn&k+1+rn&k (mod m),
for nk.
Among the first mk+1 k-tuples of the sequence
(ri0 , ..., ri0+k&1) , (ri0+1 , ..., ri0+k) , (ri0+2 , ..., ri0+k+1), ...
there is at least one k-tuple that repeats itself. Let ti0 be
the least number for which there exists an s such that
(iv) i0+mks>t
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and
(rs , ..., rs+k&1) =(rt , ..., rt+k&1).
We show that t=i0 , i.e., that the first k-tuple that repeats
itself is (ri0 , ..., ri0+k&1). Otherwise, if t>i0 , then by (iii)
and (iv) we have rs&1#rt&1 (mod m). However, both rs&1
and rt&1 are remainders modulo m, so that rs&1=rt&1.
Therefore (rs&1 , ..., rs+k&2) =(rt&1 , ..., rt+k&2) , which is
a contradiction to the minimality of t.
We have thus shown that rs=ri0 , for some s>i0 . Since
m>li0 , we have ri0=li0 . Hence, ls#li0 (mod m), for some
s>i0 . We can now apply the previous argument to the
sequence of k-tuples starting at (rs , ..., rs+k&1) , and find a
further occurrence of rs=ri0 (=li0). Induction completes the
proof of the claim. K
We can now verify the conditions of the theorem. Choose
i0 and j0 such that li0<lj0 . Take : such that *:=[lj0&li0].
Find some n0 such that the difference between any two con-
secutive elements of [ln]n1 greater than n0 is more than
lj0&li0 . This takes care of (1). For (2$), let m0=lj0+1. Given
mm0 and l>0, use the claim to find some lil with li#li0
(mod m), and some lj>li with lj#lj0 (mod m). For
d=lj0&li0 , y=li and x=lj , we have
x>yl and x&y=lj&li#lj0&li0 (mod m). K
4. UNDECIDABILITY FOR FIBONACCI PROGRAMS
That the validity problem for PDL+2* is highly
undecidable (actually, 6 11complete) is proved in [HP] by a
rather complex reduction from a recurring tiling (domino)
problem. In this section we extend the method of [HP] to
prove the 6 11-completeness of different one-letter exten-
sions, the Fibonacci-like sequences. let F=[ fi]i0N be
a sequence defined by f0< f1 (arbitrary), and fi+1=
fi+ fi&1 , for i1.
Theorem 4.1. The validity problem for PDL+aF is
61 -complete.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof. For con-
venience, we shall talk about the equivalent formula-
tionthat satisfiability is 7 11-complete. The upper bound,
i.e., that the problem is in 7 11 , can be established without dif-
ficulty using standard arguments, cf. [HPS, Lemma 6.3].
We thus concentrate on the lower bound, carrying out a
reduction from a recurring tiling problem, shown in [H2]
to be 7 11-complete. We first describe the tiling problem and
prove a grid-like property of the set F, and then present the
details of the reduction.
Remark. The theorem concerns the family of all
Fibonacci-like sequences. However, throughout the proof
we demonstrate the central issues with the original
Fibonacci sequence, which is the case of f0=1, f1=2.
4.1. Preparation
Let G$ be the strict upper positive octant of the integer
grid Z2, i.e., G$=[(i, j ) | 0i<j]. Three diagonals and
three columns in G$ play a special role, these are
D1=[(i, i+1) | i0], D2=[(i, i+2) | i0]
and D3=[(i, i+3) | i0],
C0=[(0, i ) | i1], C1=[(1, i ) | i2]
and C2=[(2, i) | i3].
The portion to be tiled is G=G$&D1&C0 . It is known that
the problem of deciding whether a given finite set of tiles can
tile G is undecidable, viz., co-r.e. complete [B]. Imposing
recurrence conditions on the tiling (e.g., requiring that a
certain tile appears infinitely often) makes these problems
highly undecidable, viz. 7 11-complete, as shown in [H2].
We shall use a specialized version of the problem. For every
i0, let
Gi=[( j, i ) | 0ji&1] _ [(i&2, i+1)]
_ [(i, j ) | ji+1].
Proposition 4.2. The problem of deciding whether a
given set T=[d0 } } } dm] of tile types can tile G such that all
the tiles in D2 have the same color on their left edges, and for
i1, the tile d0 occurs at least once in every set Gi & G, is
7 11-complete.
The problem in Proposition 4.2 is very similar to problem
R6 in [H2], and its 7 11-completeness can be established
easily using the techniques given there. To get a feeling for
the problem, consult Fig. 2, in which the emphasized edges
are to be monochromatic and one of the sets used in the
recurrence condition, in this case G4 , is marked.
The undecidability proof for PDL+2* in [HP] was
made possible by the following grid-like property of sums of
powers of 2:
if i{j and 2i+2 j+2k # [2n+2m | n, m0]
then k=i or k=j.
We will use a similar, though less obvious, grid-like
property of the set F.
Definition 4.3. A sum fi1+ } } } +fin of elements of F is
called proper if the difference between every two indices is at
least 2 (i.e., |ij&il |2 for 1 j{ln). A proper sum of
n1 elements is called a proper n-sum.
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FIGURE 2
In a way similar to the proof in [HP], we mark our por-
tion of the grid with sums of pairs of elements of F, and
analyze which of the other points in this portion can be
reached by adding to such sums (i.e., to an element in the
grid) a third element of F. The situation is captured by the
following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. (Grid-like Property). For any i1 and
ji+2, consider the proper 2-sum fi+fj . The following con-
stitute precisely all pairs (n, m) for which fn+fm is a proper
2-sum (with mn+2), which satisfies fn+fm=fi+fj+fk ,
with fk # F. Given such i and j, these pairs depend on the value
of j&i, as follows:
(q) j&i=2: (i, j+1), (i, j+2), (i&2, j+1).
(m) j&i=3: (i+1, j ), (i, j+1), (i, j+2), (i+2, j+1).
(g) j&i>3: (i+1, j ), (i+2, j ), (i, j+1), (i, j+2).
These three cases are illustrated in Fig. 3, using the sym-
bols attached to each (recall that the illustrations are of
the standard Fibonacci sequence): Within each symbol, at
location (i, j), is the value fi+fj , and the arrows point to the
corresponding fn+fm .)
Proof. We shall use the fact that two proper sums with
different sets of indices cannot represent the same number.
To see this, one can use the easily verified inequalities
f0+f2+ } } } +f2l<f2l+1 and f1+f3+ } } } +f2l+1<f2l+2 ,
and prove that the sum containing the largest index (not
common to both sums) must represent a larger number.
It follows, in particular, that a proper 3-sum cannot equal
a proper 2-sum. This narrows down the number of possible
k’s for which adding fk to the proper 2-sum fi+fj might
result in another proper 2-sum fn+fm . We prove in detail
the j&i=2 case; the remaining cases are proven similarly.
FIGURE 3
Since fi+fj+fk (i.e., fi+fi+2+fk) is a proper 3-sum (and
therefore cannot equal a proper 2-sum), for every k<i&1
and for every k>i+3, the only k’s we ought to consider are
the following:
v k=i+3 (=j+1): Here, fi+fj+fk=fi+fi+2+fi+3
= fi+fi+4 , so that n=i and m=j+2.
v k=i+2 (=j ): For i>1, we have fi+fi+2+fi+2=
( fi&2+fi&1)+( fi+fi+1)+fi+2=fi&2+fi+1+fi+3 , which
is not a proper 2-sum. For i=1, the result is not a proper
2-sum either, as can be checked easily.
v k=i+1: Here, fi+fi+2+fi+1=fi+fi+3 , so that n=i
and m=j+1.
v k=i: For i>1, we have fi+fi+2+fi=fi&2+fi&1+
fi+fi+2=fi&2+fi+1+fi+2=fi&2+fi+3. Hence, n=i&2
and m=j+1. For i=1, the result is not a proper 2-sum.
v k=i&1: Here fi+fi+2+fi&1=fi+1+fi+2=fi+3 ,
which is not a proper 2-sum. K
4.2. The Reduction
Suppose we are given a set T=[d0 , } } } , dm] of tile types
involving the colors c0 , } } } , cl , where each di is given by a
quadruple (lefti , righti , upi , downi). We describe an effective
procedure for constructing a formula .T of PDL+aF which
is satisfiable if and only if T can tile G as in Proposition 4.2.
Thus, satisfiability for PDL+aF will be 711-hard.
Without loss of generality, assume that k is a power of 2.
We use LEFT, RIGHT, UP, and DOWN to abbreviate
four sets of log k atomic formulas that will be used to encode
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a color ci by the binary representation of i. Thus, e.g.,
RIGHT=ci will abbreviate the conjunction of the log k
RIGHT atomic formulas or their negations that encodes
color i. We also write LRUD=di , for a tile type di # T,
to abbreviate LEFT=lefti 7 RIGHT=righti 7 UP=
upi 7 DOWN=downi .
In addition to these atomic formulas, .T employs P, P$,
Q, Ci and Rj , for 1i2, 0j3. As before, we arrange
the sums [ fi+fj | 0i< j] in the portion G$ of the grid; see
Fig. 4. (We include the diagonal D1 and the column C0 in
the figure, but the tiling will be carried out without them.)
Note that in a model containing an infinite a-path, the
points of G$ can be reached by executing the program aF
twice in succession. In fact, since fi+fi=fi&2+fi+1 , i2,
the only executions of aFaF that may lead to points not in G$
are af0 af 0 and af 1 af 1. Note also that for any point (i, j ) in G
(that is, a superdiagonal point of G$ not in C0) the points
within G that correspond to numbers obtained by adding a
number in F to the one at (i, j ) (i.e., ones obtained by a
single additional execution of the program aF), were given
in Lemma 4.4; each point of G is associated this way with at
most four points, including its upper and right-hand
neighbors. See Fig. 3. (The reason for excluding the leftmost
column C0 from the portion to be tiled is that C0 -points
are associated with their right-hand neighbors only if
f1&f0 # F, which is not true in general.) In contrast,
D1 -elements have infinitely many aF-successors in G; in fact,
the set aF-successors of the point (i, i+1) is precisely
Gi+2 & G(Gi+2 is the set of G$-points that are aF-successors
of (i, i+1)).
We shall have to isolate G from the diagonal D1 and the
column C0 , and to make it possible to refer to the upper and
FIGURE 4
left-hand neighbors of G-points. We construct .T as the
conjunction of clauses (1)(6) described below. First, we
require a candidate model to contain an infinite path of
a-transitions and assert some pairwise exclusivity con-
straints on the P, P$, Q, Rj :
[a*] \(a) true 7c(P 7 P$) 7 
0i< j3
c(Ri 7 Rj )
7 
0 j 3
c(Q 7 Rj )+ (1)
Second, P is required to hold at those states on this infinite
a-path that can be reached by executing afi+f j for j>i0,
and Q is required to hold at the states that can be reached
by executing afi+f i+1, for i0, or by executing af 0+f i, for
i1. These correspond to G$, D1 and C0 points, respec-
tively. (Actually, the penultimate conjunct of (2) makes Q
true also at the points that correspond to af0 and to af 1, but
this will not affect the construction.) We use P$ to exclude
af 0, af 0+f0 and af 1+f 1, and since these constitute a finite num-
ber of specific powers of a, their complement with respect to
a* can be written as a regular expression over [a]; call this
expression a*&[ f 0, f 0+f 0, f1+f 1].
[af0 _ af 0+f 0 _ af 1+f1] P$ 7 [a* &[ f0, f 0+f 0, f 1+f 1]]
cP$ 7 [aFaF](P 6 P$) 7 [aF] Q7 [aF][af 0]Q. (2)
To designate the upper and left-hand neighbors (within G)
of G-points, we use the Rj . Clause (3) forces them to form
the diagonal striping shown in Fig. 5, in which the main
FIGURE 5
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entries refer to the unique Rj true at each point. The first
conjunct marks the two columns C1 and C2 , respectively.
Each of these columns is then marked with the appropriate
Rj ’s. This is done in two steps:
1. The second conjunct of (3) forces the four lowest
elements to be marked, such that for 1i2, 0 j3, Rj
holds at (i, i+j+2).
2. The third conjunct forces the Rj marking of C1 and of
C2 to propagate upwards such that, for 1i2, 0j3,
Rj holds at (i, 4r+i+j+2), for all r0. This is done using
the fact that, for 1i2, the aF-succesors in column Ci of
a Ci -point are precisely those at one and at two positions
above it.
Finally, The remaining conjunct of (3) makes R(r&s&2) mod 4
true at (s, r) for all (s, r) # G. This can be easily verified by
induction.

2
i=1
[aF ][a fi ] Ci 7 
2
i=1

3
j=0
[a fi ][a f i+j+2] Rj
7 
2
i=1

3
j=0
[aF ][a fi ]
_\Rj  [a f ] \Ci  1k2 R( j+k) mod 4++
7 [aFaF ] \\R0 6 R1) 
[aF ] \P  \Q 6 
0j3 and j{i
Rj+++
7\(R2 6 R3)  [aF ] \P  
0 j3 and j{i
Rj+++ . (3)
The next two clauses assert, respectively, that tiles from T
are placed at each point of G, and that this tiling satisfies the
usual color-matching constraints required of the edges,
together with the special requirement of the colors on the
left-hand edges of D3-points (as stated in Prop. 4.2).
[aFaF ] \P 7 cQ  
m
i=0
LRUD=di+ (4)
[aFaF] \
3
i=0

l
j=0
(Ri  ((RIGHT=cj 
[aF](R(i&1) mod 4  LEFT=cj))
7 (UP=cj  [aF](R(i+1) mod 4  DOWN=cj))))+ .
(5)
To see why (5) forces tiles at D2-points to have the same
color on their left-hand edge, note that by Lemma 4.4 (the
(m)-case), every D3-point has two D2-points among its
aF-successors; these two are indistinguishable, as they are
both labeled with R0 .
Finally, clause (6) forces d0 to occur at least once on every
set Gi .
[aF](cP$  (aF)(cQ 7cP$ 7 LRUD=d0)). (6)
This is true since, for any i1, Gi corresponds to the set
[ fi+fj | j{i&1 7 j{i+1], and (6) thus states that, for
each i1, there is a j{i&1 or a j{i+1 such that the point
fi+fj is associated with d0 . (The first cP$ in (6) is used to
exclude [a f0], since the recurrence condition is not required
to hold for G0 . The second cP$ is used to eliminate the
possibility of choosing (af1) in the [af 1]-case.)
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 4.1 by
proving:
Claim. .T is satisfiable if and only if T satisfies the
property described in Proposition 4.2.
Proof. (If). Given that T can tile G as in Prop. 4.2,
construct the model M=(W, {, \), with W=[si]i0 and
\(a)=[(si , si+1) | i0]. Now, regardless of the interpreta-
tions on points outside the aFaF grid G$=[sk | k=fi+fj for
some i, j0], { will interpret the Ri on G as in Fig. 5, and
will interpret the LEFT, RIGHT, UP, and DOWN com-
binations to encode the given tiling on G. It is now easy to
see that M, s0<.T .
(Only if). If M, s<.T for some model M=(W, {, \),
s # W, then the [a*](a) true part of clause (1) forces the
existence of an infinite a-path s=s0 , s1 , s2 , ... (the states
need not necessarily be distinct.) Upon this path the remain-
ing parts of .T force the Ri to behave as in Fig. 5 and the
LEFT, RIGHT, UP, and DOWN combinations to
correspond to a tiling of G with the set T, as in Proposi-
tion 4.2. K
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